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REGIONAL RELATIONSHIP
Fredericksburg is a city situated on the Rappahannock River between Washington DC and
Richmond. The City itself is bordered by Stafford County to the north and Spotsylvania County
to the south, both of which contain suburbs of Fredericksburg. Though part of a distinct urban
region in its own right, Fredericksburg is tied into the wider Washington D.C. urban region via
commuter rail and Interstate 95.
Fredericksburg is a car oriented city: The City's development density and separation of land uses
make walking, bicycling, and using transit difficult or impractical in many cases. As such, most
residents commute via automobile. The City does have a walkable historic core, and because only
one sixth of daily trips are for commute purposes, Fredericksburg has the potential to become a
less car oriented city.
In recent years, the City has taken many steps to make alternative modes of transportation more
attractive including significant investment in the shared-use trail system, pedestrian infrastructure
improvements, and continued participation in the FRED transit service. Current planning efforts
are focusing on the redevelopment of the low density suburban areas of the City and the
promotion of vibrant mixed-use corridors that are economically and environmentally sustainable.
Fredericksburg is home to commuters and an economy of its own: Fredericksburg's economy is
centered primarily on local industries including healthcare, retail, and hospitality. Some residents
commute to Washington or Richmond for work.
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REGIONAL RELATIONSHIP

RESIDENT AND WORKER COMMUTE
Roughly 23,000 people commute into Fredericksburg every day (i.e., live outside the City but work
within the City), nearly equivalent to the population of the city itself, demonstrating the importance of
the city's transportation system to the regional economy. 19,000 people who live in the City commute
from Fredericksburg to points outside of the City. 4,000 City residents live and work within the City
and it is these trips that due to the short commute distances involved are attractive to non-automobile
modes.
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REGIONAL RELATIONSHIP

RESIDENT COMMUTE DISTANCES
The average commute to work for a Fredericksburg resident is over five miles long, a distance too long
for a practical walking commute, but viable for a bicycle commute if the network is safe and attractive.
The map bellows highlights the average commute distance for residents from each sub-area of the City.
Approximately 4,000 daily commute trips made by City residents stay within city limits, representing
prime candidates to make greater use of active transportation modes.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Fredericksburg is home to slightly less than 30,000 people, and is part of an urban
region of with approximately 140,000 residents. There are roughly 22,000 jobs located in
Fredericksburg, a majority of which are in healthcare (24.5%), hospitality (17.2%), or retail
trade (16.8%). Over 2,000 people work in educational services in Fredericksburg.
Fredericksburg is a relatively young city from a demographic perspective: Over 40% of
the City's population is younger than 30, and the University of Mary Washington has almost
5,000 enrolled students.
Most people travel by car: Over 70% of City residents commute to work by driving alone.
More people walk to work in Fredericksburg than in surrounding areas, but overall the city is
very car dependent. All but 10% of households have access to at least one private vehicle.
Fredericksburg is relatively low income: The median household income is roughly $54,000,
less than the national average and notably less than that of neighboring counties.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT
DENSITY
Large areas of Fredericksburg have relatively high employment or population densities. Areas with high
employment density include the Central Park area west of I-95, the Mary Washington Hospital area,
and Fall Hill. Dense population centers are located near Cowan Boulevard east of I-95. Downtown and
surrounding areas, including the University of Mary Washington campus, possess a stronger mix of
both employment and population densities.
Areas of high population and employment density make transit, bicycle and pedestrian modes
attractive, efficient and economically feasible. The map below identifies areas where investment in nonsingle occupant vehicle modes should be prioritized. The map also highlights where mismatches exist
between population and employment densities.
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Sources: American Community Survey Dataset B01003, 2016, LEHD 2015
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DEMOGRAPHICS

AGE, GENDER, AND GENERATIONS
Fredericksburg is a relatively young city. Roughly 25% of its population is between 20 and 29 years
old, compared to the national average of 18%. An additional 16% of the city's population is aged 0 to 19
years old. A sizeable portion of this young population is made up of students at the University of Mary
Washington, which has approximately 4,800 enrolled students and accounts for the disparity between
male and female residents aged 20 to 24 years old. Residents aged 40 to 69 make up approximately
29% of the city's population, compared to the national average of 37%.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

COMMUTE MODE SHARE

72%

The commute mode share patterns of
Fredericksburg align with those of the counties
surrounding it. As in Caroline, King George,
Spotsylvania, and Stafford counties, the vast
majority of Fredericksburg residents drive alone
to work. Fredericksburg has a higher share of
commuters who walk to work than any of its peer
counties, but no other mode of transport has a
mode share greater than 10%.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

HOUSEHOLD INCOME
The City of Fredericksburg has lower household income levels than neighboring counties, with almost
twice the proportion of the population (47%) earning less than $50,000 annually than in King George,
Spotsylvania, and Stafford Counties. Roughly a quarter of Fredericksburg residents earn between
$50,000 and $100,000 and another quarter earn over $100,000, almost half the proportion of the
population in the same three counties.
Within Fredericksburg, income in the southwest and downtown area exceed that of the city as a whole,
while residential areas in the north of the city fall behind.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

PRIVATE VEHICLE ACCESS
90% of households in Fredericksburg have at least one vehicle available to them. Approximately 40%
of households have access to at least two vehicles while 12% have access to three vehicles. Only 10% of
households have no private vehicles.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Fredericksburg's transportation system is arranged around a network of streets of varying
types that support commercial corridors, a historic downtown, and suburban residential
neighborhoods. Automobile traffic within the City itself is greatest on east-west arterials,
which provide connections to the major north-south routes of I-95 and Highway 1. Vehicular
traffic volumes have remained relatively steady over the past decade.
Fredericksburg has a basic transit system: The City has a local bus network, in addition to
peak-oriented commuter rail and bus service. Routes operate at relatively low frequencies and
are accessible. Transit ridership is currently in decline.
The non-motorized transportation network is incomplete: Fredericksburg has a a series of
shared-used paths and a sidewalk network that is accessible to most of the population, but
these networks do not cover substantial portions of the city and are disconnected from each
other and key destinations. It is noted however, that the recently approved Pathways Plan
prioritizes the completion of the gaps in the non-motorized network and builds upon the
previous efforts of the City to expand the network.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

ROADWAY CLASSIFICATION
Functional classification groups streets and roadways into the roles they are expected to play within
the motorized transportation network.
The outer areas of Fredericksburg are transected by several major roadways including I-95, Highway
1, and Highway 3. These roadways transport high volumes of traffic into, and around, Fredericksburg
while several minor roadways pass through the center of the city.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Traffic volumes in Fredericksburg are significantly higher along I-95 and arterials in the outer areas of
the city than on the arterials and collectors in the city's downtown. By far the highest traffic volumes
occur on I-95, which carries north-south interstate traffic, and on Highway 3, which transports eastwest traffic through the city. Traffic volumes are also high on Cowan Boulevard and Fall Hill Road. All of
these roads are four lanes in width within Fredericksburg.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC TRENDS
Despite perception that vehicular traffic congestion
on Fredericksburg's main arterials becomes worse
each year, volumes have remained relatively stable
since 2010.
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The largest relative increase during that time
period was seen on Cowan Boulevard between
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Conversely, 2017 traffic on Princess Anne Street
between Route 1 and Herndon Street was 16%
lower than its 2010 level. William Street between
College Avenue and Washington Avenue, Plank
Road between Route 1 and Oakwood Street, and
Dixon Street between Highway 3 and the edge of
the City experience no net change in traffic from
2010-2017.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

NON-MOTORIZED NETWORK
Within Fredericksburg, the downtown and inner areas have complete, or nearly complete, sidewalk
coverage. Sidewalk coverage is incomplete in the city's outer areas, and is particularly lacking in and
around the Central Park retail cluster.
Fredericksburg lacks on-street bike lanes and cycle tracks, but does have several shared use trails
including the Rappahannock River Heritage Trail, the Smith Run Trail, and the Virginia Central Railway
Trail, which connect some areas of the city's west and north to the edge of the downtown area.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

TRANSIT COVERAGE
Fredericksburg Regional Transit (FRED Transit) provides service across much of the City and region,
though coverage is incomplete in some outer residential neighborhoods. Its routes typically see 22
to 26 buses per day and are centered on the Lawrence A. Davies Transit Center, also known as FRED
Central. FRED Transit operates peak-direction VRE feeder routes to the Fredericksburg rail station,
where passengers can transfer to Amtrak and VRE commuter rail service. FRED Transit also operates
limited Stafford County Connector services to FRED Central and the Fredericksburg VRE station.

!

!

With the influx of 23,000 commuters into the City on a daily basis, the potential for bi-directional VRE
services during both peak and off-peak periods should be analyzed for long-range implementation.
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Source: Fredericksburg Regional Transit, 2018
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

TRANSIT SERVICE DAY, FREQUENCY,
AND RIDERSHIP
FRED Transit's local F routes operate at hourly frequencies. Three routes operate from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30
p.m., while the two remaining routes operate on slightly shorter service spans. The in-town VRE feeder
route (VF1) operates only during peak hours in coordination with VRE commuter rail service from
4:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. and from 2:30 p.m. to 8:40 p.m. Ridership is highest on FRED Transit's F4 route,
which serves suburban and central commercial areas and has roughly 67,000 annual boardings. Other
F routes carry between 30,000 and 50,000 passengers per year. Overall system ridership has declined
from roughly 525,000 passengers per year in 2013 to 425,000 passengers per year in 2016.
As current and future planning efforts focus on the redevelopment of low density suburban areas
of the City and promote vibrant mixed-use corridors that are economically and environmentally
sustainable, transit services become a key element to complete a true multimodal transportation
network. Improving transit frequency (i.e., 15 minutes during peak periods and 30 minutes off-peak),
lengthening service span (earlier in the morning and later at night), publicizing system information, and
ensuring service reliability help to remove barriers to transit use and lead to increased ridership.
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TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

DOWNTOWN: AREA 7
The Downtown area of the City, Area 7, is a true mixed-use district consisting of a vibrant mix of
residential, commercial and retail uses. Downtown is the heart of Fredericksburg and the City has made
great strides in making the area into a more walkable and bikeable neighborhood. Recent efforts have
included trail crossing enhancements, sidewalk repairs, and shared-use bicycle facilities.
Analysis of the Downtown transportation system and an understanding of the user characteristics
highlights that there are elements where the network could be enhanced both for transportation
purposes as well as community development. These enhancements focus on the following:
•

Roadway Circulation: Changing one-way pairs to two-way circulation in appropriate locations
- Princess Anne St. and Caroline St. (north of Amelia St. and south of Charles St.)
- Amelia St. and William St. (between Sophia St. and Washington Ave.)
- Facilitate access to and from the Fredericksburg Rail Station

•

Multimodal Connections: Expansion of the multimodal network within the Downtown area.
- Low-speed roadways as bicycle boulevards to facilitate north/south and east/west connections
- Shared street concepts on roadways with limited rights-of-way
- Trail connection along Hazel Run as an alternate route to Blue and Gray Parkway (Rte 3)
- Implementation of the City’s Pathway’s Plan

•

Transit: Enhanced services
- Expanded service of Fred Transit to provide increased frequency and longer service hours
- Continuation and expansion of Downtown shuttle service.

•

Parking: Facilitate use of Downtown parking
- Publicize use of private lots that are available to the public after hours/weekends
- Engage in branding of publicly available lots
- Initiate Fredericksburg parking website and app to provide real-time availability and pricing
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SAFETY
Though speed limits are relatively low in much of the City, the development of the roadway
system has created a number of corridors where higher speed limits and larger vehicle
volumes are prevalent. These roadways including I-95, Jefferson Davis Highway (Rte 1), Plank
Road (Rte 3) and Blue Gray Parkway have created barriers for those not in an automobile. As
such, Fredericksburg has a clustering of traffic collisions at these locations where higher speed
limits and high vehicles volumes coincide.
Likely due in part to the City's rates of walking and bicycling along the City’s off-street trail
network as well as throughout the low speed neighborhoods Fredericksburg has had relatively
few collisions involving people walking or on bikes.
Those using non-motorized transportation however, as a primary travel mode choice have
to face physical barriers and uncomfortable travel environments created by the higher speed
volumes. These barriers present conflict points particularly at the limited access freeways
and along multiple lane divided arterials. It is noted that the City has invested in a number of
grade separated trail crossings, including the extension of shared use trails across I-95 in two
locations that were specifically designed to enhance active transportation links.
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SAFETY

SPEED LIMITS
There are few exceptions to Fredericksburg's primary speed limit of 25 miles per hour. Some arterials
and collectors such as Cowan Boulevard and Lafayette Road have speed limits of 35 miles per hour,
while the wider portions Highways 1 and 3 have speed limits of 45 miles per hour. I-95 has a speed limit
of 65 miles per hour. The speed limit is less than 25 miles per hour in the Wicklow Square residential
area in the north of the City.
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SAFETY

TRAFFIC COLLISIONS
Of 1,010 reported collisions in Fredericksburg in 2016, 514 resulted in injuries. Collisions are far more
likely to result in injuries on wider and higher speed roadways such as Highways 1 and 3, and on
roads like William Street in the center of Fredericksburg where interactions between automobiles
and pedestrians are more common. There were notable clusters of collisions resulting in injury at the
intersections of Highways 1 and 3 and on Highway 3/Plank Road between Highway 1 and I-95.

KEY

Motor Vehicle Collisions Resulting in Injury - 2016
Source: Traffic Records Electronic Data System, 2016
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SAFETY

COLLISIONS INVOLVING PEDESTRIANS
AND CYCLISTS
Fredericksburg had relatively few collisions involving pedestrians or cyclists, with approximately 4%
of all collisions that resulted in injuries. These collisions occurred across the city, though there were
collisions clustered around William Street in downtown Fredericksburg. The relatively low number of
collisions involving pedestrians and cyclists in a city of high automobile ownership is a testament to the
efforts of the City in prioritizing the trail system and investing in safe trail crossings. It is also indicative
however, that both pedestrians and cyclists stay away from major roadway crossings which in turn
induce barriers to mobility throughout the City.
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ACCESS
The fundamental challenge of Fredericksburg's transportation system is that for many
residents, driving is the only viable means of transportation. The distance between where
people live and work, the incomplete coverage of the non-motorized transport network, and
low-frequency transit service push people to rely on private automobiles. Those who don't
have or can't afford automobiles are forced to rely on taxi or other ride-hailing service.
In assessing overall levels of accessibility across different modes of transportation in
Fredericksburg, this analysis focuses on six primary activity centers chosen as the locations
that experience the most daily transportation activity due to high concentrations of
employment:
DOWNTOWN: The historic downtown of Fredericksburg is laid out on a grid street network
and is the City's most walkable area. Today, the area is characterized by small businesses,
restaurants, and homes.
FALL HILL: This older neighborhood to the north of the Historic District is mixed-use in nature
and has commercial corridors along Princess Anne Street and Highway 1.
EAGLE VILLAGE: Centered around Highway 1, this area is a walkable activity center close to
both the University of Mary Washington and Mary Washington Hospital, two major institutional
partners of the City of Fredericksburg.
WESTWOOD/GREENBRIER: Located along Plank Road between Highway 1 and I-95, this area
holds high potential to redevelop from a mix of low density and auto-centric commercial uses
into a vibrant mixed-use center.
CENTRAL PARK: Central Park is a large suburban retail and commercial development centered
around the intersection of Cowan Boulevard and Carl D. Silver Parkway. Several dozen retail
outlets are located in the area, all with large areas of surface parking.
CELEBRATE VIRGINIA SOUTH: An emerging area within the City that is home to hotels, the
new Fredericksburg Expo and Conference Center, and a full-service grocery store. A 5,000
seat baseball stadium is slated to open in this area in April, 2020.
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ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO ACTIVITY
CENTERS
Over 80% of Fredericksburg residents are unable to walk conveniently to local activity centers for
groceries, medical services, or entertainment. The Fall Hill and Historic District activity centers have the
greatest number of households within a convenient walking distance though overall, the majority of the
the city lies beyond walking distance of all activity centers.
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DOWNTOWN

ACCESS

BICYCLE ACCESS TO ACTIVITY CENTERS
A slight majority of Fredericksburg residents are able to bike to an activity center within ten minutes.
Those living south of Highway 3 have less bicycle access to activity centers than those living in the city
center and northern and western neighborhoods.
Though many residents can bike to activity centers, Fredericksburg's non-motorized transportation
network still has some barriers that prevent a fully connected system. Despite the City lacking
complete on-street bicycle infrastructure, the trail and pathways network does provide a robust offstreet network for the city. Recent efforts have enhanced the roadway crossing facilities of these trails
and additional future connections are planned.
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DOWNTOWN

ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO PARKS AND
TRAILS
Almost half of Fredericksburg residents live within a ten minute walk of a park or trail access point.
Significant gaps exist in the park and trail system in suburban residential areas, in particular areas along
Highway 3 or south of the Virginia Central Railway Trail.
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ACCESS

PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO TRANSIT
More than half of Fredericksburg residents live within a 10 minute walk of a bus stop. Residents of
suburban areas along Highway 3 are most lacking in terms of pedestrian access to a bus service.

!

!

Proximity is not the only factor that determines the viability of public transportation for many users.
Service frequency, travel times, network simplicity, and the ease of accessing stops also play important
roles. The frequency of FRED Local routes is every 60 minutes. Feeder routes may operate more
frequently during peak commute periods, but do not operate at all otherwise.
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VRE Feeder Routes

